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Syfy shows cancelled

TV shows come and go fast, so it's not always easy to predict which ones will pick up the axe. But some shows are lucky enough to get a second chance even after being taken off the air. These series, including sitcoms, dramas and animated shows, were canceled and then brought back
later, much to the relief of their fans. Below, check out 12 shows that were brought back from cancellation: 1. Family Guy Scene from Family Guy | Fox It may be hard to believe that the animated sitcom has never been as well received by viewers as it is now, but after its debut in 1999, it
was swapped for a lot of different schedules before it was finally canceled in 2002. It was brought back to Cartoon Network in 2005 thanks to increased DVD sales and high audience ratings. Since then, the series has only increased in popularity and helped catapult its creator, Seth
MacFarlane, to a new level of fame —and a burgeoning film career. 2. Futurama scene | Comedy Central Call this show the master of revivals. The Simpsons adult science fiction comedy premiered in 1999 and ended in 2003 due to scheduling conflicts with Fox. After acquiring the union
rights for futurama in 2005, Comedy Central released four direct-to-DVD films in 2006 and later split it into 16 episodes, comprising a fifth season of the series. In 2009, the show was re-collected for 26 new half-hour episodes, with the original voice cast back on board. Futurama was then
renewed for a seventh season, expected to begin airing in 2012. 3. Arrested Development Gob on Arrested Development | Netflix The series first gained its cult with its three seasons on Fox from 2003 to 2006. After it was canceled, rumors of a possible film began flying, but nothing was
confirmed until 2011, when Netflix announced it was picking up the series. The entire original cast, including Jason Bateman, Will Arnett, Michael Cera, Jeffrey Tambor and David Cross, returned for the fourth season of 10 episodes, which was released last May. Although the new season
gained a lot of buzz, some fans and critics were disappointed with the final result. In late July, the Netflix chief content officer revealed that he is still pursuing a fifth season of the series, but admitted: It's a long and complex deal to make for these guys, both because the talent is too busy
and working on other shows. 4th Airwolf CBS The CBS series, centered on a high-tech military helicopter codenamed Airwolf, and its crew while performing several missions, aired for three seasons from 1984 to 1986. After the second season, the original creator of the series, Donald P.
Bellisario, left the series after several problems behind the scenes. A new showrunner stepped up, but viewership continued to drop and CBS eventually canceled the series after season 3. But stayed off the air for a long time. After the original Airwolf was cancelled, the US network picked
up the series for a fourth season, but renewed it with an entirely new cast and a much smaller budget. The new version of Airwolf only aired for one season in 1987 before being cancelled again. 5. Southland Cast of Southland | TNT The police drama, which focused on officers from the Los
Angeles Police Department, premiered on NBC in 2009. Just a season later, the network ended up canceling, claiming that the show was too dark for its 9-hour .m. Fortunately, TNT intervened and decided to bring him back on the air. Southland ended up running for another four seasons in
his new home. The series was officially cancelled (again) in 2013. 6. Community Community Scene | Yahoo! The series, which follows a cast of characters at a community college in the fictional town of Greendale, Colorado, premiered on NBC in 2009. The program received critical acclaim
and developed a cult follower, but was never large in audience throughout its execution. The show was canceled in 2014 after five seasons. Fortunately for its devoted fan base, it was saved just a month later when Yahoo! Screen announced it was picking up a show for a sixth season. This
season began in March 2015. Yahoo! has confirmed that it plans to continue the franchise, probably in the form of a feature film. 7th Longmire Longmire | A&amp;E A&amp;E canceled the popular crime drama, based on Craig Johnson's mystery novels in August, to the surprise of fans
everywhere. The series was the channel's most watched original drama, but the network unexpectedly chose not to renew it for a fourth season. The decision sparked an outpouring of support from viewers, and Longmire's production company Warner Horizon immediately launched an
effort to find a new home for the series. Fortunately for fans, Netflix heard the fans' protests loud and clear. It was announced that the streaming service picked up the show for a fourth season of 10 episodes. The cast members, led by Robert Taylor and Katee Sackhoff, reprised their roles
in the fourth season, which premiered in September 2015. 8th The Killing The Killing | Netflix The mystery drama of AMC's murder has taken a particularly tumultuous journey, being rocked on three separate occasions. The network initially canceled the show in July 2012 after the second
season failed to perform as well as the first. AMC then changed its mind and renegotiated a deal with Fox TV and Netflix to pick up the show for season three. When this season again proved disappointing, the network shut down the show for the second time in September 2013. Just two
months after the second cancellation, Netflix announced that it had picked up its own series for a fourth and final season. The last six-episode series premiered on the streaming service in August 2014. The final parts of the series ended up gaining mixed reviews from both how many of the
fans. 9/24 24 | FOX The original 24 ran from 2001 to 2010, winning high critical acclaim and many awards – including a Golden Globe Award for Best Drama and a Featured Featured Emmy - along the way. Four years after the breakup, star Kiefer Sutherland reprised his role as Jack



Bauer in the miniseries 24: Live Another Day. The revival consisted of 12 episodes set four years after season 8 events and aired by Fox. Mary Lynn Rajskub, Kim Raver and William Devane reprised their roles and the miniseries received widely positive reviews, with particular praise for
Sutherland's performance. 10th The Mindy Project Fans of Mindy Kaling's sitcom were not happy after Fox announced it was officially canceling the show in 2015. Although the series has never been a juggernaut of ratings for the network, it has brought together an incredibly dedicated fan
base throughout its initial three-season series - something that was quite evident by the strong reaction the cancellation provoked on social media. Still, viewers held out hope that the show would have a second life, following speculation that Hulu (which already aired past episodes of the
sitcom) was strongly considering making Project Mindy part of its own list. The audience had their wish granted, after the service chose the show for a fourth season in 2015, with the option to renew the series for more seasons beyond that. In the spring of 2016, the streaming service
exercised this option by ordering a fifth season of The Mindy Project. 11. Gilmore Girls Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life | Netflix Gilmore Girls was canceled in 2007 after airing a seventh and final season that saw the departure of original creator Amy Sherman-Palladino. Loyal fans were
largely dissatisfied with the finale, so it's no surprise that Netflix decided to bring back the beloved dramedy family in 2016. Original cast members, including Lauren Graham, Alexis Bledel, Kelly Bishop and Melissa McCarthy, reprised their roles in the four-episode revival. The series, aptly
titled Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life, follows the titular characters as they encounter their various personal and professional struggles throughout each season of the year. 12th Full House Fuller House | Netflix Two decades after being canceled on ABC, the family sitcom returned to the
airwaves in 2016 with Netflix's Fuller House. The revival boasted a similar premise to the original, with Candace Cameron-Bure playing a now-adult DJ Tanner who returns to her childhood home with her three children after her husband's death. Her sister, Stephanie (Jodie Sweetin), and her
best friend, Kimmy (Andrea Barber), decide to move in to help her. Stars Bob Saget, Lori Loughlin, John Stamos and Dave Coulier also make guest appearances. Fuller House aired a second season. Check out the Sheet of Entertainment Cheats on Facebook! This year, the streaming
service has canceled so many shows, you may not even realize that one of your favorites is already done. Ask the people you love the trippy teen paranormal mystery that was canceled in June, two months after its debut on the series. The announcement was received with shedding pain
on social media. Chambers' leadership, Sivan Alyra Rose, is at the forefront of this very disturbing movement. Then there are the shows that were cancelled this year in the kindest way possible: with the gift of one last hurrah. Netflix has renewed a series of series, announcing that its
upcoming seasons will also be the latest. Read on to find out if your favorite show is gone forever. The answer will surprise you. You.
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